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Well, there was quite a lot to look at for the first ever episode
of a show, who knew? So this issue will be a little more brief
I suspect, a bit leaner, a bit more ‘Green Beret’... but hopefully
still a good informative read.
My first experience of ‘Future Echoes’ was via the comic-book
version printed in the Red Dwarf Smegazines, and the version
used in the Red Dwarf novel. The TV version has therefore
always held a bit of a wierd place in my love of the show - as
much as I can recite it line for line, I’m forever comparing it to
the other versions! Still, it’s easily one of the best episodes
from the first series, if not THE best, and it’s importance in
guiding the style of the show cannot be understated. And that’s
simple enough that Lister can understand it.

“So what is it?”
Influenced by friends and professionals
within the Transformers fandom, I’ve opted
to take a leaf out of their book and try and
create a Red Dwarf fanzine in the vein of
a partwork - where each issue will take a
deep in-depth dive into a specific episode
or two’s creation, with occasional other
features and fun content. I hope you enoy
this second issue, any feedback is welcome,
and if you’d like to contribute any art or
written articles, please get in touch!
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“Thankski Verski
Muchski Budski!”
Many thanks to Jordan Hall and James Telfor for
providing thier own photographs, memories and other
information about the studio filming of Future Echoes
for this issue.
Further thanks to Tom Bromley for producing the
excellent main image for this issue’s Skutter feature please check out more of his work at:
https://www.deviantart.com/bromtomley

Kris - February 2021

Sources: https://www.reddwarf.co.uk • https://www.ganymede.tv • https://dave.uktv.co.uk/shows/red-dwarf/ • https://www.facebook.com/themodelunit/ • https://gazpacho-soup.com/ • https://www.wikipedia.org • https://reddwarf.fandom.com/ • https://www.
uktv.co.uk - Red Dwarf: The First Three Million Years • https://twitter.com/Reddwarfzone • Red Dwarf: The Bodysnatcher Collection DVD • Red Dwarf Series I - XII, Back To Earth & The Promised Land DVD’s • https://www.matthew-clark.co.uk • https://
www.imdb.com • https://www.pinterest.pt/cine1080/pins/ • MMU Visual Resources • Jordan Hall • James Telfor • Tom Bromley
Disclaimer: This fanzine is a work of critical review, reference and analysis. It is non-profit making and all images remain the copyright of
their respective owners. Red Dwarf and all associated characters are owned by Grant Naylor Productions. Original text content copyright
Kris Carter. I scrunch up cups and throw them in the bin. And I’m not talking styrofoam here - I’m talking enamel.
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FUTURE ECHOES
Written by: Rob Grant & Doug Naylor
Produced & Directed by: Ed Bye
Executive Producer: Paul Jackson
First broadcast: 22 February 1988
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Episode Synopsis
Lister is passing his new-found spare
time by driving around the ship on
his space bike. Rimmer is passing
his time by running, insulting Lister,
and pressuring Holly to give him a
hologramatic haircut.
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Holly, however is concerned. Red
Dwarf is soon to break the light
speed barrier, and he’s going to have
to navigate a ship the size of a city
at speeds never before encountered.
Rimmer still wants his short militaryesque haircut though, and Holly
grudgingly complies in sarcastic fashion,
granting an unknowing Rimmer a huge
1950’s style beehive hairdo.

Back in the sleeping quarters, Lister
is tidying away his possessions as
Cat looks through Lister’s limited
photograph collection of his adoptive
family. With the Cat sent off to
organise his own possessions ready
for a stasis trip, Lister quickly repairs
one of his robot goldfish, before
informing Rimmer that he has decided
that rather than stay in stasis during
the move to light speed, he will stay in
suspended animation until they arrive
back at Earth. This annoys Rimmer,
who doesn’t want to be left alone, or
turned off.
Later, as Lister is shaving, and arguing
with his Talkie Toaster appliance,
the ship unexpectedly breaks the
lightspeed barrier 22 hours early.
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Holly is unsettled at first, especially as
the ship now passes through objects
before he can see them, but he quickly
gets the hang of the new navigational
issue. Lister carries on shaving, but
realises the mirror he is using is not
showing exactly what he was doing.
He calls Rimmer to come and look,
but by the time an irritated Rimmer
arrives at the bunkroom, they just
chalk it up to an odd experience. The
Cat meanwhile is more alarmed at
being only allowed to take only two
suits into suspended animation with
him.
Lister meets Rimmer in the Drive
Room, but it looks like Rimmer is
having a conversation with an unseen
person. A bemused Lister watches on
as Rimmer walks out, and another
Rimmer immediately walks in at the
other end of the room. Lister tries
to explain what’s going on, and slowly
realises that he is now experiencing the
‘other side’ of Rimmer’s conversation.
While trying to convince Rimmer
that something odd is happening, they
both see Cat run past them holding
his mouth in pain - only to interrupt
another unharmed Cat from eating
one of Lister’s robot goldfish in the
bunkroom.
Holly confirms that as they are now
travelling faster than light, they are
seeing ‘future echoes’ - glimpses of
the future, that move further ahead
the faster Red Dwarf travels. Rimmer
spots the future echo of a photograph
on Lister’s bunk - Lister holding two
babies.They all wonder where the kids
will come from.
While the Skutters beg Lister not to
go into stasis and leave them alone
with Rimmer, Rimmer witnesses a
future echo of Lister being blown up

Starring:
Chris Barrie
Rimmer
Craig Charles
Lister
Danny John-Jules
Cat
Norman Lovett
Holly
Guest Starring:
Tony Hawks
Dispensing Machine
John Lenahan
Toaster
Uncredited:
Remi Brocks
Bexley
Jordan Hall
Jim
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in an explosion in the Drive Room. Determined to
change his fate, Lister realises that if he can stop the
Cat from breaking a tooth then he can also prevent
his own death. Lister runs to stop the Cat eating
his robot goldfish, and in the scuffle, breaks Cat’s
tooth… much to Rimmer’s smug delight.

machine. Facing up to his fate, Lister heads to the
Drive Room and completes the task - but there is
no explosion, and he isn’t killed. Confused, Rimmer
and Lister return to the sleeping quarters, to find
a 171-year old Dave Lister lying in the top bunk.
He addresses them although he cannot see them,
as he knows this has already happened. The aged
Lister explains that Rimmer saw Lister’s second son
Bexley die in the explosion, and then tells Lister to
grab a camera and run to the medical unit. The old
Lister then gleefully fails to answer Rimmer’s queries
about his own fate before he disappears.

Outside the medical unit, Holly confirms that
they’re dropping below light speed, and the echoes
will appear closer to the present. Rimmer and Lister
witness one last future echo - a tired but happy
Dave Lister walking out of the medical unit holding
two screaming newborns. As the present day Lister
Holly informs Lister that the Navi-Comp cannot snaps a picture, the future Lister declares “I can’t
cope with the influx of data at lightspeed, and that see you, but I know you can’t see me - this is Jim,
Lister is needed in the Drive Room to re-route the and this is Bexley. Stop crying and say cheese boys!”.
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Guest Starring...
Tony Hawks as Dispensing Machine
No, not the skateboarder. Born in Brighton in 1960 as Antony
Hawksworth, he eventually studied drama at Manchester University,
but did not complete the course. His stand-up comedy landed him
the job of Red Dwarf’s first warm-up man. Hawks headed the parody
band Morris Minor and the Majors in 1988, which also landed him a
TV show based on the band in 1989. He has appeared on numerous
TV and radio panel shows, and has written several books - most
notably, “Round Ireland with a Fridge”which chronicled his attempt
to win a bet by hitchhiking around Ireland with a fridge. The book
was later adapted into a 2010 film starring Hawks, and directed by
Ed Bye.
Hawks would appear again as a dispensing machine in “Balance Of
Power”, and appear as numerous other voice-over and on-screen
characters in Red Dwarf II, III and IV.

John Lenahan as The Toaster
A native of Philadelphia, Lenahan moved to the UK in 1984. He
wears many hats, being an illusionist, magician, comedian, writer,
and actor. The Toaster was one of his earliest roles on television,
and Lenahan gained notoriety by being the first person to be
kicked out of The Magic Circle in 85 years for revealing the secrets
behind a card trick on “How Do They Do That?”. He presented
his own show on BBC2 in 1997, and has written a fantasy trilogy,
“Shadowmagic” for Harper Collins. Oh, and he’s back in The Magic
Circle now. Phew!
The Toaster would re-appear in ‘Waiting For God’, again voiced by
Lenahan, but David Ross would assume the role for appearances in
Red Dwarf IV and XII.
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Behind The Scenes
“It will be happened. It shall be going to be
happening. It will be was an event that could
will have been taken place in the future.
Simple as that.”

Photo © Paul Grant

When Rob Grant and Doug Naylor originally
unsuccessfully pitched Red Dwarf to Gareth
Gwenlan at the BBC in London, he had advised the
writing team to avoid science fiction, a sentiment
that even their producing ally Paul Jackson had
originally agreed with. As such, the early scripts for
the first series very much downplayed the science
fiction aspects, but the later scripts definitely saw
the writers eager to scratch that sci-fi itch. Grant
and Naylor had written ‘Future Echoes’ as the fifth
episode of Red Dwarf’s first series, and it was the
show’s first real foray into “proper” science fiction
as opposed to straight character comedy.
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hanging fruit) sight gags such as Rimmer’s comical
hairstyles, and Lister battering robot goldfish against
desks were also thrown into the mix to keep the
laughs up. At this point in the shows life, only a
few episodes in, the writers had more of an eye
on continuity than they would in the future. Doug
Naylor noted that showing an aged Lister could
damage future stories by proving that Lister would
survive no matter what. Rob Grant preferred to
think of almost as a trailer for what the character
would go through. Giving Lister a robotic arm and
a somewhat pirate-ish look would at least give them
story options that, as it turns out, they’d subvert or
pretty much ignore down the road anyway...

The show was rehearsed in London along with the
rest of the first series before the BBC electrician’s
strike in January of 1987 put the brakes on the
actual filming. The famous double-Rimmer scene,
where Lister unknowingly has a conversation with
a future echo of Rimmer that makes no sense until
he repeats the conversation with the actual Rimmer,
caused not only the most confusion in the writing
stage, but also during rehearsals (even leaving the
still-baffled Ed Bye lying on the studio floor trying
to wrap his head around it). Eventually, Bye’s idea
Above: File Photo, Grant & Naylor.
to map out the scene with the actors movements
With this twisty-turny time-bending tale, Grant and helped make sense of it for everyone involved.
Naylor ended up drawing diagrams to try and keep
track of what should happen where. The writers When the show was remounted later in 1987,
presented an early draft of the show to director rehearsals resumed in the BBC Rehearsal Rooms in
Ed Bye at a meeting at the Zanzibar club, where Acton, London. Filming finally began in September
Bye was openly baffled by the script, but trusted that year, and the episode was filmed on the fourth
the writers to make it make sense. As the writing set of recording dates at the Oxford Road BBC
process continued, Grant and Naylor were wary of Studios in Manchester. Pre-records for the more
having the high concept sci-fi element dominate at complex split screen work took place on Saturday,
the expense of gags. Dependable (arguably low- October 17th, and filming in front of the studio

Above: Jordan Hall (Jim
Lister) all grown up!

audience took place on the
Sunday. The shots with the
babies were also filmed on
the pre-record day, and the
polaroid photograph taken
at the same time used in
the studio recording the
following day. Jordan Hall,
who was baby Jim, notes
that his mother had signed
him up as a baby model,
and that’s how he ended up
on the show.

Photo© Warwick Bedford

Photo © Jordan Hall

Behind The Scenes

Above: Craig Charles poses with a prop that he presumably
didn’t break straight away.

holder - but don’t drink and drive, kids!).
Another shot filmed on the pre-record day was
of Craig Charles as Lister running across a metal
gantry and down some stairs. The gantry in question
wasn’t a specifically built set - rather, it was part of
the lighting set-up that ran above and across the
back of the studio sets, albeit lit in dramatic fashion
by John Pomphrey. These (usually off-limit) areas
would be about as close as the first series of Red
Dwarf would get to location shooting, and their
grungy, industrial look helped beef up the visual style
of the ship interiors.
Stand-up comedian and warm-up man Tony Hawks
entertained the studio audience in-between takes
in-character as The Fabulous Tony, wearing a lurid
green sparkling suit (which he would later get to
wear on-screen in Red Dwarf III). After Hawks had
introduced the cast to the crowd, a short video was
played on the overhead monitors recapping the pilot
episode for the crowd, so that people would know
the general set-up for the show. Prior recordings
had seen the writers go out to the audience and try
to briefly explain the shows set-up, but the video
was thought to work better, and led to the first of
the ‘Holly SOS Episode Intros’ being implemented
in the show proper. The episode also saw the
first appearance of Lister’s space bike - an electric
Sinclair C5 with the bodywork removed, and long
drop-down handlebars added (along with a lager can
8

Tony Hawks performed double-duty on the Sunday,
also providing a voice-over role for the lisping
dispensing machine in the first scene. As with John
Lenehan’s Toaster a few scenes later, the lights
on the two props were wired to the performers
microphones to flash in time with their dialogue.
More fun props appeared in the form of Lister’s
robot goldfish, as provided by the visual effects team
- a small rubber goldfish with a flap that revealed
some off-the shelf wiring and transistors for Craig
Charles to poke about in. The visual effects team
also got to play with fire this episode - well, sparks
at least. A few small squibs were set up in some
consoles in the Drive Room to rain sparks down
on Craig Charles (as Lister attempts to bypass the
navigation computer). Although the explosions
were quite low-key compared to what future series
would have to offer, for this first series they still
provided a good taster for what viewers would see
on-screen in future series.
Not to be outdone, the make-up and costume teams
were also busy this episode. As well as outfitting
Chris Barrie with two ludicrous wigs, they also had
to age-up Craig Charles to play the 171-year old
Dave Lister, complete with body length white and
grey dreadlocks. He was also given a robotic glove
(complete with a bottle-opener added to one finger)

Behind The Scenes

Photo© Grant Naylor Productions - The Bodysnatcher Collection

Shortly before Red Dwarf breaks the light-speed
barrier, Lister mixes up his deodorant with shaving
foam - a scene designed to show Lister’s sloppiness,
and somewhat inspired by Craig Charles himself. He
was worried about possibly being typecast as slobby,
and while noting this to Rob Grant and Doug Naylor
over breakfast, Charles took a sausage off another

Above: The polaroid of Lister and his newborns develops.

cast-members plate, squirted some tomato ketchup
onto the canteen table and dipped the sausage in it...
This scene also provided a few opportunities for
the production team to get their teeth into the
video effects. As Red Dwarf achieves light-speed,
a red and inverted video effect covers the model
shot - Rob Grant’s reading up on the science
behind light-speed meant that he’d specified that
the ship’s jump past that barrier should look red at
the back of the shop, and blue at the front, but the
video effects limitations precluded it. Lister’s first
encounter with a future echo (seeing the mirror
image of himself shaving slightly ahead of his actual
actions) was achieved via a video overlay. Craig
Charles performed the shaving action in front of
9

the bunkroom mirror (which was removed and a
camera shot through the gap it left instead). This
footage was then warped and distorted and overlaid
over another angle of the actor shaving to achieve
the effect.
The BBC Manchester editing suites at the time
were not exactly modern, but they could also
perform split-screen effects (essentially mixing
two or more video sources into one picture, with
an almost invisible line separating the two images
being combined). The technology was used in
this episode to show the present-day Lister in the
bunkroom alongside the aged Lister, and to show
the present-day Lister taking a picture of a future
Lister holding his offspring. The effect was also used
briefly to show one Rimmer entering the Drive
Room simultaneously as another left. Craig Charles
was not particularly confident with the split screen
effects in the first series, and can often be seen
over-leaning away from the where the split line was.
While the production team were very happy with
how the episode was turning out, no-one was
particularly happy with Lister’s impending death
scene in the Drive Room. Despite the presence
of the Peter Wragg powered pyrotechnics on set,
there was a sense from the writers that the scene
was slightly lacking in the drama they’d hoped to
evoke. At this point in shooting, four weeks in, Grant

Photo© Grant Naylor Productions - The Bodysnatcher Collection

to represent a replacement robot right-arm for the
future Lister. Small sets of dreadlocks were also
made for the two babies that Charles held in the
last scene of the episode - they obviously didn’t like
wearing them, and cried constantly, leaving Charles
to change the last line from “Say cheese, boys!” to
“Stop crying and say cheese, boys!”.

Above: Lister has trouble shaving.

Behind The Scenes
and Naylor had misgivings on the drab flatness of
the sets, which they also felt didn’t help with the
urgency of the scene. The shooting of the scene
was somewhat unique for the Drive Room set, with
panels removed from one of the control stations
to allow a camera to look through the set at Craig
Charles as he flicked the switches counting down
to Lister’s doom. Howard Goodall’s score for the
scene was one aspect that the team did like - but
that said, the score for this scene would be replaced
by library music in the Remastered project a decade
later.

Once the editing of ‘Future Echoes’ was completed,
it became obvious that this episode was one of (if
not the) strongest episodes of the first series, and so
the decision was made to move the episode up to air
second in transmission order. The reception to the
episode has been extremely positive over the years,
and it is regarded as one of the pivotal episodes of
the show, where the writers gained the confidence
to really lean into the science-fiction concepts as
well as the more traditional sit-com tropes.
The events of this episode were directly mentioned
in Series II’s “Parallel Universe”, and in Series VIII’s
“Back In The Red - Part 2”. Lister would go on to
lose his right arm in Series VII’s “Epideme” - but he’d
go on to get it back in the next episode anyway, so
it looks like Doug Naylor was just teasing fans with
the threat of some continuity!

Photo © James Telfor

The polaroid picture that was taken of Lister holding
his two newborns was done for real, and the slowly
developing picture itself filmed, to be placed over
the end credits - the first televised instance of Red
Dwarf messing with it’s end credits, which it would
go on to do again infrequently over the next three
decades. So infrequently in fact, the show would
do it again in ‘Waiting For God’ in er… just two

episodes time. Hmm... anyway...

Above: An A6-sized studio audience ticket as used for the recording of ‘Future Echoes’. The ticket is blank on the back, and
contains no dates or terms & condition information, unlike later Red Dwarf audience recording tickets.
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Adaptations/Other Media
“Holly, what are future echoes?”
The overall story of “Future Echoes” featured pretty
much in it’s entirety as part of the first Red Dwarf
novel, “Infinity Welcomes Careful Drivers”
There were some changes made - Lister is now
going into stasis purely to go back to Earth, rather
than to avoid light-speed, and Lister’s son Bexley is
no longer killed in an explosion - his gory fate now
being assigned to Lister’s unnamed grandson, rather
than his direct offspring. Co-writer Doug Naylor
felt ill at ease at Lister being so dismissive of his
son’s death, so moving the victim along a generation
helped soften that somewhat.
Overall, lots of character dialogue and jokes are
adapted from “The End” script and used in the
novel, but often edited or re-worded slightly. The
novel version also greatly elaborates on Holly and
Lister’s internal dialogues as they try to cope with

navigating the ship, and navigating the info of their
own impending demise respectively.
The “Red Dwarf Omnibus” reprinted the first and
second novels together, and the “Future Echoes”
sequence remains unchanged in the reprint.
The Red Dwarf Smegazine also adapted the episode,
hot on the heels of it’s adaptation of “The End”.
Whereas the first episode was done and dusted
in three 15-page parts, “Future Echoes” was more
broken-up, rolling in at five unequally-sized parts
but over the same 45 pages. Adapted once again by
editor Mike Butcher from the Grant Naylor script,
artwork was provided for this story by Jon Rushby,
with colours and letters by Elitta Fell. The visuals
carried over from the previous story, still using the
then-current look of the Series III / IV / V sets and
costumes, and still rendering Rimmer as grayscale.

Above: The comic adaptation of “Future Echoes“ took the opportunity to show scenes that would not have been possible
to show on the original show. Artwork by John Rushby and Elitta Fell.
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Adaptations/Other Media
“Your bucket’s been kicked, baby.”
In 1997, “Future Echoes” (and the rest of the
episodes in series I, II and III) were remastered to
aid selling the show to overseas TV markets, and
to also be sold as new product domestically and
internationally.
The soundtracks were remixed, the picture was
digitally transferred, re-graded, and a ‘film-effect’ a-la
Series VII was applied to the old fuzzy videotaped
images. A new title sequence is in place, mashing up
the early series 2001: A Space Odyssey-esque titles
with the montage style from Series III. Director Ed
Bye and co-creator/writer Doug Naylor also took
this opportunity to unleash a slew of tweaks, edits,
adjustments, new visual effects to the old shows some changes were successful, others questionable,
and the established fanbase’s backlash undeniable.

Loads of new sound effects have been added
throughout the episode - from dispensing machine
sounds, space-bike engine sounds, hologram ‘stuff
appearing’ sounds, splashing sounds and the like.
Still on the audio, lots of Howard Goodall’s original
cues have been either changed for different cues
on the model shots, or replaced with not-as-goodas-Howard-Goodall library music. Suitably dramatic
music is added to Lister fixing the navicomp, along
with beefier beeps and sparking sound effects.
In terms of added footage, two clips from Series II’s
“Kryten” were used to add some more footage of
Lister zooming around the empty ship on his spacebike. Several exterior shots of the new CGI Red
Dwarf model are also peppered throughout the
episode - time has been found for these new shots
by tightening the edit on some bits of dialogue, or
trimming some shots (for example, Lister poking
his tongue out at Rimmer in the Drive Room).
The “Jupiter-rise” section of Lister’s photograph
collection has also been removed.
Other additions include moving starfields added to
the bunkroom windows, but only when the shots
are stationary.

Photo© Grant Naylor Productions - The Bodysnatcher Collection
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When the ship jumps to light-speed, a new model

Above: Bugger off back to Series II, you! Squire, hop it!
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Above: New video effects mark the jump to light-speed.
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Adaptations/Other Media
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Above: Extra whooshy bits are added to Holly’s face.
Below: The Red Dwarf blasts into light-speed
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Above: Snazzy sparkly SFX starfields added to
stationary shot shocker!

shot shows the ship accelerating, and a shimmery
video effect added to the studio footage. Further
video and distorted audio effects and a ducking
motion are added to Holly’s post-light-speed visage.
Speaking of Holly’s image, efforts have been made
to darken the blue background around him down
to a blacker hue, although the effect is inconsistent.
Finally the original developing polaroid footage is
used over the top of the new CGI end-title shot.
As with the other remastered episodes, the newly
colour-graded picture really does help make the
original video stand out compared to the very, very
monochrome-feeling original footage - but as before,
the film effect that has been added is less successful,
and doesn’t really help the old video footage.
Still, no badly blue-screened Skutters this time!

Character Spotlight

Dave Lister

14

Lister was an unruly child, bright, but unfocussed. By
the age of seven he was stealing cars and shoplifting
(although he later claimed that he’d stopped stealing
cars by the time he was nine). At the tender age
of twelve, Lister lost his virginity to Michelle Fisher
on the ninth hole bunker one night at the Bootle
Municipal Golf Course (much to Rimmer’s disgust,
although mainly because Lister wasn’t a member of
the golf course).
His grandmother was a huge
influence on him, and often a bad
one, as she once headbutted his
headmaster when Lister came
bottom of the French class.
She would also spoil him with
food, making him overweight
and earning him the nickname
‘Fat Boy’. His grandmother was Above: Lister’s adoptive
killed in a road traffic accident grandmother

Photo© Grant Naylor Productions - Red Dwarf I

Photo© Grant Naylor Productions - Red Dwarf VII

The six week-old baby that would grow
up to be Lister, was found abandoned
in a cardboard box under a pool table in
the Aigburth Arms pub in Liverpool, on
26th November, 2155. Written on the box
was “OUROBOROS”, which was understood by
the people who found Lister to mean “Our Rob
Or Ross”. Not that it mattered - the orphanage
he briefly ended up in would later name the child
David instead. The young Dave Lister never had a
mother, instead being raised by his adoptive father
and grandmother. Lister’s dad did a fairly poor job
of teaching him how to play guitar, with his first
song being “She’s out of my life” by Michael Jackson.
Sadly, his father passed away when Lister was just six
years old, leaving only his grandmother to raise him.
Having been told that his father wasn’t coming back,
and that he’d gone to the same place as the goldfish,
Lister was found with head in the toilet bowl, trying
to read the football results to
his dad. His grandmother took
him to a child psychologist to
help cope with the loss of his
father. In years to come, the
only keepsake picture Lister had
of his father would be one that
was mainly of his father’s dog,
Hannah.
Above: The infant

Photo©UKTV

“I’m an animal!
I’m a tasteless,
uncouth, tone-deaf,
mindless, revolting,
randy, blokeish,
semi-literate
space bum.”

Photo© Grant Naylor Productions - Red Dwarf III

Character Spotlight
when he was a teenager and this prompted him to for a variety of petty misdemeanors. Some were
less petty - one time he cooked Rimmer a breakfast
lose the excess weight.
of magic mushrooms, and Rimmer’s subsequent
Around the age of thirteen he’d gotten himself a job deranged antics earned them both punishment detail
working as a trolley attendant at MegaMart, and by of painting the exterior of the ship for six weeks.
the age of seventeen Lister was singing in a band
with some friends (as Smeg and The Heads). He was But even though Lister clashed with the management,
also renting an empty flat at the time - he solved the he made friends in other areas, forging solid bonds
lack of furnishings by stealing an entire suite from with fellow ne-er do-wells Olaf Petersen, Chen and
a local hotel. Lister embarked on two significant Selby. The quartet would drink and party as often as
relationships around this time - one with Lise Yates, possible, on-ship and on shore leave (one time even
and another with Hayley Summers, although both taking Rimmer with them, to a bar called the Hacienda
relationships ended. He called it off with Lise due where Rimmer inadvertently started a fight). Lister
to his own fear of commitment, while Hayley left to even got a drunken tattoo proclaiming his love for
pursue a job on Callisto. Lister would later find out Petersen on his inner-thigh.
she had had an affair behind his back, and had a child
Lister also fell hard for Navigation Officer Kristine
- but he was not the father.
Kochanski, but their short relationship didn’t last.
While on shore leave at Saturn’s moon Titan, Lister
smuggled a pregnant black cat on-board, that he
named Frankenstien. He planned to get back to
Earth, win over Kochanski, and start a farm on Fiji.
Unfortunately, Lister had taken a photograph of
himself with the cat and sent it to be developed in the
ship’s labs. Summoned to the captain’s office, Lister
was given the choice to give up the cat for dissection,
or spend 18 months in suspended animation as
punishment. With Frankenstien safely hidden in the
ship’s hold, Lister accepted the stasis punishment.

Above: Lister belts out the classic “OM” song.

His band also broke up as his bandmates moved on to
other things, and in an attempt to better himself, Lister
applied to art college, and was accepted. He lasted
one morning, reasoning that he couldn’t stay there as
the lectures started first thing in the afternoon, far
too early for him. He once even accidently went into
a wine bar, and narrowly avoided becoming in his own
words, “a class traitor”. After ten years in the trolley
attendant job, with no family and a string of failed
relationships behind him, he signed up for the Space
Corps - a decision he’d later regret.
Lister ended up being assigned to the Jupiter Mining
Corporation vessel Red Dwarf, as a Third Technician
on Z Shift, reporting to his direct superior (and
bunkmate) Arnold J. Rimmer. The two did not get
along, with Rimmer frequently putting Lister on report
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He emerged from stasis somewhat later than
expected - three million years later. Lister was
shocked and upset to find that the entire crew had
been wiped out in a radiation leak caused by Rimmer,
and that in all likelihood he was now the last human
being alive. He was even more upset to find out that
the ship’s computer Holly had resurrected Rimmer
as a hologram to help keep Lister sane. Holly also
revealed that Frankenstein’s descendants had evolved
over the millenia into ‘Felis Sapiens’ - a humanoid
evolution of the domestic housecat, one member
of which remained on board Red Dwarf. The cat
race had also taken Lister as their god (mistakenly
named Cloister), and fashioned his ambition to go to
Fiji as the basis for their religion. Working-class kid
makes good! Lister would soon encounter one other
member of the cat race - an elderly priest left behind
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After instructing Holly to plot a course back to
Earth, Lister spent the first few weeks of his new life
bumming around Red Dwarf, and driving around the
empty corridors on his space bike. Holly noted that
as Red Dwarf was about to break the light-speed
barrier, it might be a good idea for Lister and the Cat
to go into stasis during the event. They mistimed the
whole thing, and Red Dwarf broke the light barrier
early. Lister experienced echoes from the future,
witnessing himself holding two newborn babies (his
sons, Jim and Bexley, named after his favourite zerogee football player Jim Bexley Speed), and he also saw
himself as a 171-year old man with a robotic right arm
before the ship dropped out of light speed and the
visions stopped.

he didn’t need oxygen to breath, and explosively
decompressed when he took his helmet off in outer
space. Still, Lister now had Kochanski’s hologram disc,
but when activated, it was merely a copy of Rimmer,
saddling Lister with a copy of his favourite bunkmate.
The two Rimmer’s moved in together, and slowly drove
each other mad, ultimately leading Lister to threaten
to turn one of them off. He used the opportunity
to find out why Rimmer’s last words were ‘gazpacho
soup’, but promised to not mention the embarrassing
incident to Rimmer ever again, which Lister managed
to do for about twenty seconds.

Photo© Grant Naylor Productions - Red Dwarf II

when the others went off in search of Fuchal (or Fiji),
their Promised Land. The blind old priest had lost his
faith, but on his deathbed Lister helped reaffirm the
old man’s belief in Cloister.

Rimmer was still trying to assert authority over Lister.
Tired of Rimmer’s attitude, Lister attempted to take
the chef’s exam purely to outrank his bunkmate, but
he failed (the fact that Rimmer showed up halfway
through the exam with his appearance adjusted to Above: Lister gives Rimmer a piece of his mind.
resemble Kochanski may have been a factor).
The story had warmed Lister’s attitude to Rimmer
While mooching around the still-radiation contaminated slightly, and they all celebrated the anniversary of
officer’s quarters, Lister caught a bad case of mutated Rimmer’s death by getting blind drunk. Rimmer
pneumonia. His hallucinations became real, and he confessed that he’d never had anyone love him, and
manifested his own Confidence and Paranoia. Paranoia Lister took pity. While Rimmer slept, Lister sneaked
sided with Rimmer to try and keep Lister down - but into the hologram simulation suite and pasted four
Confidence egged Lister on just enough to allow months of his own memories of his relationship with
him to locate the other hologram personality discs Lise Yates into Rimmer’s mind. Rimmer fell in love with
that Rimmer Lise in a way that Lister never did, and was dismayed
had
hidden. when Lister revealed that the memories were not his.
C o n f i d e n c e In an attempt to smooth things over, the crew agreed
was a bit too to bury Red Dwarf’s black box recording of the
over-confident incident on an asteroid, and have all of their memories
though
- erased of the last few days’ events. Unfortunately,
having killed everyone involved did such a rubbish job on the cover
Paranoia
to up that the truth was swiftly uncovered again anyway.
try and please
Lister,
he Despite the softening of their relationship, Lister
then decided continued to show Rimmer little respect, reading

Above: Lister is worse for wear.
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In the meantime Holly had been working on a new
form of space travel - the Holly Hop Drive, that
would allow instantaneous travel anywhere. Lister
was incredulous, especially upon seeing how basic
the box looked - and his suspicions were right, as the
box transported them not to Earth, but to a parallel
universe where the male and female genders were
flipped. Dave Lister got on very well indeed with Deb
Lister - so well in fact, that they indulged in a drunken
one-night stand. Adhering to the parallel universe’s
physical laws, it was the male Lister who got pregnant.
Lister saw the pregnancy through back in his own
universe, eventually giving birth to his twin boys, Jim
and Bexley, via cesarean section. However, because
they had been conceived in a parallel universe, the
two boys began to age extremely quickly, and three
days after they were born, they were eighteen years
old. Lister quickly returned them to the universe of
their conception to be raised by Deb Lister.

Above: In this hat battle there’s probably only one winner.

into an asteroid instead.
Lister rebuilt Kryten,
but not being a qualified
service
engineer,
Kryten’s
personality
was a bit different, and
his ability to rebel had
also suffered.
Lister
began anew to try and
break Kryten’s master/
servant programming,
and a true friendship
would blossom over the Above: Lister and Kryten enjoy a
game of charades.
years. Upon finding out
that Kryten was due to be retired and shut down,
Lister even organised a big night out for him. The
crew got absolutely blind drunk in the Officer’s Club,
with Lister and Rimmer both baring their souls over
aspects of their upbringing. Hungover, the crew
then fought off Kryten’s incoming replacement, a
homicidally insane droid called Hudzen. Lister’s early
attempts at teaching Kryten to break his programming
paid off, and Kryten’s newfound ability to fib helped
save the crew by forcing Hudzen to question his
belief in Silicon Heaven. Lister used the opportunity
to push Kryten to try and lie more, which Rimmer
dubbed a ‘Foundation Degree in Advanced Rebellion’.
After realising that lying could in fact be noble, Kryten
proudly revealed to Lister that he could now lie, cheat
and be offensive, which pleased Lister greatly.

Upon returning once again to his own universe, Lister
stumbled across the mechanoid Kryten’s remains.
Lister had previously saved the android from his
original crashed vessel, the Nova 5. Kryten had set
out to find a nearby planet and start his own garden, Lister and Rimmer’s relationship would develop
and Lister gave him his space bike to do so - but further, after they crashed a Starbug on an ice moon
apparently, the mechanoid had accidentally crashed while trying to avoid a presumed minefield of black
17
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through his dead bunkmate’s personal diary. He
stumbled across an entry that made Lister think the
Rimmer of the past had encountered their present
day selves, but wrote it off as a mushroom-induced
hallucination. As further proof, he’d also found a
picture from Kochanski’s quarter that showed Lister
and Kochanski getting married. Using info from
Rimmer’s diary, they found a stasis leak on floor 16
of Red Dwarf, and it took the posse back to three
weeks prior to the radiation leak. While Rimmer
tried in vain to save himself, Lister tried to contact
Kochanski, convinced they were going to get married.
Unfortunately, Lister found out that a version of
him from five years in the future had actually gotten
hitched - and despite his future self’s assurances, it
was a future that never came to pass. It was probably
for the best that the Cat had stolen the champagne
from the newlyweds as a consolation before they
returned to the Red Dwarf of the present.
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holes.
Unlike the
ice, their relationship
began to thaw further,
and Rimmer found
himself
respecting
Lister more as the last
human alive struggled
to, well… stay that
way. When Lister
decided to burn
his beloved guitar,
Rimmer
stepped
Above: The Axe-man is back!
outside to allow him
one last song in private on the instrument - Lister
instead used the time to cut out a guitar-shaped piece
of wood from Rimmer’s equally beloved camphor
wood chest, and burn that instead. Unaware of the
deception, Rimmer demanded that Lister burn his
priceless soldier collection as a show of solidarity.
Lister happily complied, and when Rimmer later
spotted the guitar-shaped hole in his trunk, relations
became frosty once more.
The crew were later attacked by an emotion sapping
Polymorph, which stole Lister’s fear by manifesting
as a giant snake, one of Lister’s worst fears. This
made him exceedingly rash and violent for a short
time, and the deranged Lister even ended up
sleeping with the Polymorph while it was disguised
as Rimmer’s mother. This obviously didn’t help
things with Rimmer, but when the Polymorph was
accidentally killed, the lost emotions returned.
Lister became a guinea pig for Kryten’s mind-swap
technology, when they needed the voiceprint and
details of a senior officer to override Red Dwarf’s
mad-Skutter-induced self-destruct countdown.
The experiment worked, and Rimmer used the
opportunity to convince Lister to lend him his
body for a few days to get Lister in shape, while
temporarily granting Rimmer a physical body for
a while. Lister was dubious but agreed - only for
Rimmer to completely renege on the deal, stuff
Lister’s body with as much food as it could hold,
and then steal (and soon after, crash) a Starbug to
avoid swapping back. Lister wasn’t best pleased at
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the havoc Rimmer had wreaked upon his body, so
Rimmer transferred his attention to the Cat...
Lister’s mood dipped from time to time, as the
loneliness of his life weighed upon him (and not
even the Cat’s offer of a game of Junior Angler
helped). When Kryten discovered some mutated
photo-developing fluid, the crew found they could
travel into the past via the photographs themselves.
Lister seized on the opportunity to travel back
into his past, and convince his seventeen-year
old self to not join the Space Corps, and instead
patent the invention of the Tension Sheet - thereby
stealing the idea in advance from one of Rimmer’s
schoolmates who used the red-painted packing
paper to become a multi-millionaire. The scheme
worked, and Lister found his life changed to being
mega-rich on Earth, married to the jet-setting model
Sabrina Mulholland-Jjones, and with no memory of
his life on Red Dwarf. Rimmer fulfilled his duty as a
complete and total bastard by using the same trick
to effectively undo the changes and restore Lister to
his life back onboard the Dwarf. Lister did manage
to return to Earth a few times, but never to the
Earth of his present. While on a rescue mission to
locate the missing Rimmer, Kryten and Holly, Lister
found them on a version of Earth in the year 1993.
Although initially pleased to be back on his home
planet regardless of the year, Lister was disappointed
to find that time was running backwards, and the
crew eventually returned to Red Dwarf. Later time
travel shenanigans placed Lister in Dallas, 1963,
where he became an unexpected participant in the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Lister
opted to not stick around on that version of Earth
either. He also ended up visiting his home planet in
the year 23 AD, and also visiting a technologically
stymied version of Earth in the year 1952.
A year to the day after fighting off the Polymorph,
Lister and the crew had to contend with a mutated
Vindaloo Beast. The beast had been created after
the crew misused a DNA modifying machine, having
already accidentally turned Lister a chicken, and
then a hamster. Lister agreed to be turned in the
ultimate human being, man-plus - but Holly couldn’t
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quite manage that. Despite making Lister a lot pleased. He opted to swallow Rimmer’s projection
shorter, she did manage to give him enough extra device to put him through an equally unpleasant
ability to destroy the beast before returning him to ordeal.
normal.
Rimmer would manage to put Lister through further
Lister’s criminal past nearly came back to haunt awkward situations over the years. When Rimmer
him while trying to gain access to Justice World - and Kryten crashed on a psi-moon that restructured
fortunately, the Justice Computer didn’t think that itself around the hologram’s tortured psyche, Lister
Lister’s lost of petty misdemeanours warranted had to not only go and rescue them, but also falsely
exclusion. Lister used his access to the Justice profess his love to Rimmer to shake the psi-moons
Zone (where any criminal acts are inflicted upon the hold enough to release them.
perpetrator) to subdue a crazed Simulant that was
trying to kill him. Lister’s past experiences proved Lister had an eye-opening battle with a timemore useful soon after, as he used the skills honed travelling Simulant called The Inquisitor. The
on the pool tables of the Aigburth Arms to ‘play pool Inquisitor was judging people throughout history
with planets’ and knock a nearby planet out of orbit as to whether or not they had lived a worthwhile
and into a white hole, sealing up the phenomenon. life. During judgement, Lister was told that he had
Although Kryten claimed the crew would not recall brains he never used, and that he’d never tried hard
the incident, Lister did retain his memories of the to make something of himself - Lister’s response of
events (and naturally, the bragging rights).
“Spin on it!” likely helped the Inquisitor to decide
to erase Lister from history. Before Lister’s physical
Kryten’s dalliance with some unfinished tech from form could be removed, he and the similarly-erased
Red Dwarf’s science lab to the creation of the Matter Kryten escaped, and Lister used his smarts to outwit
Paddle - a teleportation device that could cross the Inquisitor into deleting himself from history,
vast distances in an instant. The crew visited Wax thereby undoing all of the Inquisitor’s changes. Well,
World, a planet sized waxwork droid theme park, most of them anyway - the crew still remembered
filled with historical wax droids who had broken him, despite him now never existing in the first place.
their programming and started warring amongst
themselves. After being incarcerated, witnessing When Kryten and Lister tried to adapt the Matter
the execution of Winnie The Pooh, and then seeing Paddle into a Triplicator, to create duplicates of items
Rimmer wipe out the remaining wax populace in to solve supply problems, all they succeeded in doing
mutually assured destruction, Lister was not best was destroying Red Dwarf. During the process, the
Triplicator made both bad and good versions of the
ship and it’s crew. Lister was amazed to find an
edible Pot Noodle on the ‘high’ Red Dwarf, and was
less pleased to find himself abducted, tortured and
remote-controlled into a killing machine on the ‘low’
version. Fortunately, Kryten was able to recombine
the two versions of the ship back into its original
form. Lister would be forced to confront the darker
side of his nature again when the crew found an
abandoned spacecraft called the SS Esperanto at
the bottom of an ocean moon. The crew had all
committed suicide, influenced by hallucinations
caused by a despair-inducing squid - and the Red
Dwarf posse soon found themselves in a similar
.htraE sdrawkcaB no retsiL evaD :evobA
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When Holly and Red Dwarf were stolen, stranding
the crew in pursuit on Starbug, Lister rose to
the challenge, becoming even more assertive and
showing his more adaptable skills. After facing off
a variety of GELFs (or occasionally marrying them),
Simulants and sentient science experiments, It would
ultimately be an alternate future version of the crew
that would almost kill them - fortunately Rimmer’s
quick thinking would save the day, but not before Above: Kryten, Kochanski and Lister. I still feel there’s a solution
probably involving love triangles.
causing some temporal and spatial paradoxes that
something she could not do with her David Lister,
would manifest onboard Starbug.
who had died and was a hard-light hologram. After
seeing the word Ouroboros stencilled on storage
Rimmer had once looked like he might leave the
boxes brought over from Kochanski’s Red Dwarf,
Red Dwarf posse to join the crew of the holoship
Lister realised that the fertilised egg was actually
Enlightenment. Although his leaving speech was less
destined to be himself. Once fully grown, Lister
than stellar, Lister still seemed sad to say goodbye
used the Time Drive to leave the infant Lister in a
to his bunkmate - at least until Rimmer resigned
cardboard box under a pool table in the Aigburth
and stayed on board the Dwarf. But with the Arms, on 26th November, 2155. The knowledge
reappearance of a dying Ace Rimmer, Lister would that he was his own father gave him some sense
be forced to face the loss of his former bunkmate, as of family closure, and over the following years he
Rimmer left Starbug to take-over his counterpart’s delighted in sending himself Fathers Day cards
legacy. Lister actively pushed Rimmer to go, to (having gotten drunk enough in writing them that
help realise his potential, and the two parted on the contents remained a surprise). When reminded
amicable terms as friends. Lister initially struggled that he was actually a terrible father (he was never
with the loss of Rimmer, but when Kryten created a there for himself, or helped improve himself), Lister
virtual reality theme park ride that showcased all of ordered himself to improve himself by joining up
Rimmer’s worst sides, Lister found closure.
and studying in the Jupiter Mining Corporation
engineering program. He had to convince himself
Lister’s personal life would soon be upheaved by by flushing how own beloved guitar into space, but
the stranding on Starbug of an alternate reality’s Lister did eventually sign up and study for a few
Kristine Kochanski. Lister continually attempted to weeks. Well, it lasted longer than his chefs training
woo this new Kochanski, but she was having none at least.
of it, remaining faithful to her Dave Lister. Kryten
was also irrationally jealous of the new arrival, and After Lister lost his right arm fighting the Epideme
it would be a long time before he would accept virus, the crew decided to try and track down
Lister’s assertions that Kochanski’s arrival wouldn’t Kryten’s nanobot repair system, to see if they
change things between them.
could be used to reconstruct an arm for him. They
eventually traced them back to the same ocean
Before she became stranded in Lister’s reality, she moon where they originally lost Red Dwarf - and
had requested that Lister provide sperm to in-vitro found out the nanobots had shrunken Red Dwarf to
tube fertilise one of her eggs and conceive a child - go travelling themselves, and left the excess matter
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situation. Lister hallucination was a test of his moral
character, casting him a mass-murdering butcher in
a totalitarian society - and it almost succeeded in
killing him, were it not for the quick actions of Holly.
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Above: Sister Luna, Sister Peanut and Brother Sol get to meet Cloister The Stupid.

as a planetoid floating nearby the ocean moon. revealed that Kochanaski was still out there
The nanobots restored Holly, Lister’s arm, and Red somewhere for Lister to find, giving him a newfound
Dwarf - and also the entire dead crew.
purpose in his life. But even as his search for
Kochanski embarked, Lister continued embarking
Lister and the Starbug crew were imprisoned by on reckless adventures. He’d irresponsibly gamble
the confused resurrected crew, and Lister spent the with BEGG’s, or indulge the mad rantings of a rogue
next few months cooped up with the resurrected droid called Hoguey who’d periodically visit for a
Rimmer, and their fractious relationship began anew. while as they passed through a dangerous Simulant
When a metal-eating corrosive virus attacked Red filled area of space.
Dwarf, the resurrected crew fled in several Starbug
and Blue Midgets, while Lister and his ragtag crew of The years were starting to creep up on Lister though,
Rimmer, Cat, Kryten and Kochanski stayed behind and he was definitely finding it harder to shrug off
to find a solution using a version of the virus from a the drinking binges (although one particularly savage
mirror dimension. Now the sole occupants of Red hangover was revealed to have been caused by his
Dwarf once more, life was uneventful for several future self stunning him and organ-stealing his own
years (apart from the occasional incident such as kidneys… don’t ask). When Lister hit a birthday
accidentally flooding a few decks and accidentally that was, well, somewhere around his late forties or
taking Holly offline).
early fifties, he had a presumed heart attack - which
actually turned out to be indigestion, so his slobby
Bored with life on the reclaimed lifestyle continued unabated (a tiny monitoring chip
ship, Kochanski opted to leave a in Lister’s bloodstream estimated that Lister would
while later. Lister thought she actually die around age 63). After a Red Dwarf
had died as Kryten hid the truth software upgrade altered his perception, Lister had
from him, but an encounter to have his memory wiped again, and then rebuilt by
with another despair squid Kryten from archive materials and CCTV footage.
Lister’s relationship with the ‘new’ Rimmer had
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come to closely mirror his relationship with
the original hologram of his bunkmate, and
forthcoming events would further solidify a
begrudging respect for each other. Even when
this Rimmer looked like he might leave for other
dimensions like his prior self, Lister was willing
to let him go again - but this Rimmer returned,
not having had quite the broadening experiences
of the other Rimmer.

“I’m pretty cool.
I don’t take any smeg. And
even though I’m disgusting...
sometimes I can be quite brave.”
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When a backup of Holly’s operating system was
found, Lister and the others booted him back up
- but with no memory of the crew, Holly expelled
them all from the ship. Stranded once more
on a Starbug, Lister and the crew discovered
the derelict Iron Star - and three fugitive cats
who were amazed to be rescued by their god,
Cloister. Through a series of coincidences and
luck, Lister’s god-like status was continually
reinforced to the three cats, who even managed
to convince Cat to worship Lister as their ‘Holy
Poppadom’. When the cat’s despotic ruler
Rodon exposed Lister as a regular human being,
the cat’s were dismayed. When Rimmer (in his
new, overpowered diamond-light form) saved
the day and freed the cats from Rodon’s rule,
they stopped worshipping Cloister and decided
to worship Rimmer instead. And so, Lister’s
tenure as a god came to an end, but he still had
his lost love to find and numerous futures to look
forward to and see which ones would actually
come to pass...

ROBOT
CLAWS
Main Illustration by Tom Bromley
(https://www.deviantart.com/bromtomley)
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The Skutters were the
small, claw-headed service
robots that roamed the
corridors of Red Dwarf,
picking up odd-job repairs
and cleaning duties. If Lister
was to be believed, the Skutters
had a better union than the
human technicians.
Although
mostly useless, the charming little
droids enjoyed making Rimmer’s
life hell, and also enjoyed rolling
around the now-empty starship
playing cowboys and indians, or
watching westerns in the ship
cinemas (they were members of
‘The John Wayne’ fan club after
all). So how did these adorable
buggers come about?

BBC Visual Effects staffer Andy Bowman was given
two weeks to design and build the remote controlled
prop robots. He was given some vague directions
- the Skutters needed to be a shoebox-like design,
with an arm sticking out. The process ended up
taking closer to three months (and in doing so made
good use of the filming delay). The two units were
nicknamed Mercedes and Benz, and stored in a large
wooden box with a top area that housed the remote
controls. As crude as they may appear in 2021, the
little units certainly pushed the envelope of what
could be done with BBC visual effects in 1987. The
metal that made up the armatures within the units
interfered with the radio signals controlling the
Skutter, and passing taxi-cabs only exacerbated the
problem. The cast had very little faith in the little
blue robots to do what they were told - and if the
studio tales are to be believed, even Chris Barrie’s
genitals were inadvertently assaulted by a wayward
Skutter at one point! A glove-puppet version of just
the head and claws was also designed and fabricated
for close ups of more intricate claw movements or
gripping objects (and used to great comedic effect to
flick the V’s at Rimmer).

attitudes were definitely
different then.
Tiny ‘baby’ versions
of the pink and blue
Skutters were also
manufactured for the
final scene of ‘Parallel Universe’
- they contained no inner
mechanisms,
and
instead were pulled
along behind the
regular
blue
Skutter unit on
a thin length of
wire. Producer
Paul Jackson ended up
keeping one of the blue baby Skutters as a memento,
while Assistant Floor Manager Dona DiStefano
nabbed one of the pink ones!
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Due to the difficulty of their operation, the Skutters
only appeared sporadically over Series III, and even
less in Series IV - and didn’t appear at all in Series
V. With no Red Dwarf spaceship (and therefore no
The little blue buggers appeared constantly Skutters) in Series VI and VII, fans would have to wait
throughout the first and second series of Red Dwarf. until Series VIII for more Skutter-y fun within the
In the episode ‘Parallel Universe’, a ‘female’ version show.
of a Skutter was needed. The bodywork of one of
the two existing props was stripped off, and vacuumformed with pink plastic, to provide a replacement
shell. Lacey frills were added at the base of the unit,
and the base of it’s neck, along with a maids bow at
the back of the head. Finally, the ends of the claws
were painted red to emulate lipstick or nail polish. I
know, I know… look it was three decades ago, and

Above: Development sketches and ideas for the first version of the Skutter, designed for Red Dwarf I by Andy Bowman
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In the meantime, the Skutters made an appearance in
the unsuccessful 1995 US Red Dwarf pilot. Broadly
following the same design requirements of their UK
counterparts, these remote controlled robots were
better behaved, and had a much improved range of
movement. The bodywork designs were wider and
boxier than the sleek UK originals, and the head
designs exposed more mechanical details. No hand
puppet version this time around, so no flicking the
V’s at Rimmer unfortunately.
Above: The inner workings of the early series Skutters.
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Back in the UK in 1997, the physical Skutters
had their last hurrah when one of the units was
infamously blue-screened into the opening scene of
‘The End’ for the Red Dwarf Remastered project.
Bit of a sad way to go out, to be fair...

Above: A Skutter in it’s storage box, along with the ‘glove
puppet’ version of the head for close-ups.

Around late 1997/early 1998, a Skutter was created
as a digital model for the first time by Cine1080 for
use in the BBC 2 channel idents for the special Red
Dwarf Night (broadcast on 14th February 1998).
The little droid had a sweet little love story with
the iconic BBC 2 logo. Awww!
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A few months later, the show proper saw the
return of the claw-headed contraptions. The old
models were retired, and a new set of robots
commissioned to replace them. Doug Naylor had
wanted three new Skutters back for Red Dwarf VIII,
and the BBC Visual Effects department quoted him
£35,000 for the job. After balking at the price, the
production team hired Jim Francis’s Special FXGB
outfit. Veteran set and model-maker Bill Pearson
(who had worked as a set dresser and helped out
on the show since series IV) was given the task of
re-inventing the droids. Pearson noted it was a
case of “Build us an identical one - but with more
functions, and please make it work every time in
the studio”.

Above: The Skutters on-set with Chris Barrie during
filming of “Waiting For God”. Possibly waiting to attack
his groin.
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Radio control technology in 1998 had certainly
advanced beyond the 1987 technology, and to
ensure the best possible result Pearson also
enlisted the help of Ron Hone, who had previously
worked on The Empire Strikes Back, wrangling the
mechanisms within various R2-D2’s and the Yoda
puppet. With the original Skutter dimensions

Outwardly, the new
Skutters looked almost identical to the old. There
were slight variations here and there, but visually
they were very faithful. They also incorporated
new elements such as rear indicator lights. The
internal motorised chassis for the new Skutters
were adapted from radio controlled toy cars, and
the neck armatures moved using motors from
rechargeable electric screwdrivers. They worked
better on set and were quieter to boot.

Photo© Unknown

In addition to the new Skutter robots, a mostly
electronics-free hand operated neck and head (like
a kid’s claw-grabber) was also created for a Skutter
to hand items down to Lister from a ceiling panel
(and also to get wet inside a dinosaur’s belly
without damage).
These Skutters
waited out the
nine-year gap
between Series
VIII and Back to
Earth with their
innards slowly
degrading away,
but when the
service robots
re-appeared in
the new special
Above: A baby Skutter from ‘Parallel Universe’ they were new
CGI creations, courtesy of Mike Seymour’s FXPHD
team. Well, almost. A Skutter was used on set as a
physical reference, and it’s non-moving chassis from
the neck down used on-screen. Danny John-Jules
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The back-to-basics Series X used up it’s budget in
building new interior sets and getting audiences in
for recordings, so the Skutters once more sat out
of the production. But with the double production
of Series XI and XII spreading the costs around,
the Series VIII
Skutters
were
able to return.
One of the VIII
Skutters
had
been gutted and
turned into a
non-mechanised
wire-pulled
model, while the
other was not
in great shape Above: The Red Dwarf USA Skutter
either. Series XI &
XII’s visual effects designer Paul Fulton refurbished
both units with up-to-date electronics and radio
controls, and once again the Skutters were up
and running around Red Dwarf, with veteran
Red Dwarf producers Kerry Waddell and Richard
Naylor taking the reigns at the radio controls.
Unfortunately, the little blue ‘bots didn’t show up at
all in 2020’s The Promised Land special, but have we
seen the last of these long-standing landmarks of
Red Dwarf? Only time will tell. But they’ll probably
need refurbishing again...

Above: Still from one of the Red Dwarf Night idents

Photos© NBC/Universal Pictures

‘Parallel Universe’

provided movement reference for the head and
claws, and Matt Graham animated and rendered
the Skutter head for the price of a signed episode
script - bargain!

Photo© Grant Naylor Productions - Red Dwarf V

Photos© Grant Naylor Productions - Red Dwarf II

and robots unavailable,
Pearson and Hone backengineered the designs
from old photographs
and stills from earlier
episodes - and also from
the wall of a workshop
that a Skutter had been
sprayed blue against,
leaving an outline of the
bodywork for them to
Above: The pink Skutter from also reference!

Photos© Cine1080
Photo© Mat Irvine

Photo© Grant Naylor Productions - Red Dwarf VIII

Above: Storyboards for the Red Dwarf Night idents.

Above: Bill Pearson’s design for the upgraded Red Dwarf
VIII Skutter
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Above: Bill Pearson works on the new Skutters

Photos© Grant Naylor Productions /Baby Cow Productions - Red Dwarf XI

Photo© Grant Naylor Productions - Red Dwarf VIII

Above: The Series VIII John Wayne Fan Club posse
Below: Kerry Waddell takes a Series XI/XII Skutter for a spin.

Photo© Grant Naylor Productions - Red Dwarf: Back to Earth

Above: Paul Fulton works on the refurbished Series VIII
Skutters for Series XI.

Above: Rimmer berates a CGI Skutter in Back To Earth
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Actor Spotlight - Craig Charles
Personal Life
Craig Joseph Charles was born on July 11th, 1964 in
Liverpool, England, to Guyanese and Irish parents. He was
raised on the Cantril Farm estate, with an older brother
(Dean), and two younger brothers (Jimmy and Emile).
He attended West Derby Comprehensive School,
followed by further studies at Childwall Hall College of
Further Education. An early foray into poetry at age 12
won him a national competition run by the Guardian
newspaper.

Photo© The Craig Charles Funk and Soul Club

Charles has three children - a son (Jack) from his first
marriage to actress Cathy Tyson, and two daughters
(Anna-Jo and Nellie) from his second marriage to Jackie
Fleming.
In 1994, Charles was falsely accused of sexual assault and
held on remand for three and a half months before being
fully acquitted at trial. He has also battled drug addiction
over the years, culminating in a caution for possession of
a Class A drug in September of 2006. He has since joined
Narcotics Anonymous to get his addiction under control.

Career

Photo© Getty Images

Charles early career started as an urban performance poet on the British cabaret circuit. He performed
as a support act for the group Teardrop Explodes, and also at music festivals in the early 1980’s. He was
heavily involved in the Liverpool music scene as both a lyricist, singer and journalist. His first professional
engagement was on the John Peel BBC radio show, performing poetry to musical backing.

Above: Craig Charles during the poetry days
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His poetry segued into stand-up comedy, and soon after
appearances and regular stints on TV and radio panel
shows and chat shows - even appearing on “Saturday
Live” and “Wogan” in the mid-to-late 1980’s. “Saturday
Live” producer Paul Jackson asked Charles to read the
pilot script for “Red Dwarf” to make sure that the Cat
character wasn’t perceived as racist. Charles asked to
audition for Lister - and the rest is history, with Charles
appearing in every episode of the show to date.
Charles gained further popularity hosting “Robot Wars”

Photo© https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/

Actor Spotlight - Craig Charles
from 1998 to 2004, and during the same
period providing sardonic commentary
over the Japanese import gameshow,
“Takeshi’s Castle”. Other hosting credits
include “Cyberzone”, “Parallel 9”, “Funky
Bunker” and more, and he was a team
captain on sci-fi gameshow “Space Cadets”.

Above: He’ll scream at machines with over-sized jaws - it’s Craig Charles
hosting “Robot Wars”.

Charles diverse acting credits include
“The Bill”, “Eastenders”, “Holby City”,
“Ghostwatch”, “Doctors” and “The
Governor” amongst others. From 2005
to 2015, he gained further mainstream
popularity as cabbie Lloyd Mullaney in
ITV’s Coronation Street.

Away from television, Charles regularly presents BBC Radio 6 Music’s “The Craig Charles Funk and Soul
Show”, and frequently sits in for other DJ’s across the BBC stations. Charles also tours the UK regularly as
a nightclub DJ.

Photo© https://www.wiltsglosstandard.co.uk/

Craig Charles’ Official Twitter account:
https://twitter.com/CCfunkandsoul
Craig Charles’ Internet Movie Database page:
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0153002/
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Next Issue
BAL ANCE OF
POWER

Thanks for reading this second issue of Drive Room!
Obviously, it’s free, but I’ll always accept anything via Paypal (paypal.me/kriscarter), or
if you’d rather, please consider chipping a donation to the Samaritans at:
https://www.samaritans.org/donate-now/
Feel free to follow me on Twitter @Drivaaar, or visit
https://kriscarter.wordpress.com/
for release updates on the next issue! And if you’d like to contribute anything for a future issue
(either written or drawn), please get in touch!
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